Field History
of the
Norcal Golden Retriever Club
Researched by Glenda Brown

In the beginning was the Golden Retriever Club of America. In May 1938, in the State of Colorado, Frank Purvis,
James Woods and John Magoffin signed the Articles of Incorporation, which launched the GRCA. Originally, members of
what was to become Norcal belonged on an individual basis.
The February 1949 issue of the Golden Retriever News
indicated that “Mrs. Donovan Fischer, Menlo Park, CA, is a
new Golden fancier, having recently acquired Squawkie Hill
Jewelite. Mrs. Fischer writes that already Jewelite has her
third leg on her CD degree and has done much to spread
interest in Goldens in that part of California.” Gertrude Fischer went on to become an instrumental part of the Norcal
Golden Retriever Club and a stalwart supporter of the breed
throughout her life.
In the May-June 1986 issue of the GRNews, the “Browsing through the News” column noted Gertrude was nominated for the Dog World Award, unanimously, by the GRCA
Board. This was offered for the most outstanding contribution
to Goldens during 1956.
“On the West Coast she has done much to promote inter-

Cresta Gold Rip (Rip)

Nickolas of Logan’s End (Nick)

est in our breed and in the parent club, having served for several years on the Board of Directors and presently as Vice
President for the Western Region. Her informal and chatty
Regional Newsletter is sent regularly to members and interested people in the Western area, reporting all show, obedience and field trial news, promoting informal picnic training
meets, obedience matches, etc. Of particular value is the
attention given to the novice owner and handler where
encouraging credit is given to all efforts, big or small.”
Nick Hammond wrote about Gertrude in a memoriam in
the May-June 1992 issue of the GRNews: “Gertrude always
kept the Golden group together, from organizing us to sponsor a Western Regional Specialty at Sacramento in 1958, to
spark plugging picnic trials at the Humphrey ranch in
Pescadero. She also organized the All Breed Field Trial held
here in 1958. This was the nucleus for the Norcal Chapter of
the GRCA, which went on to become Norcal GRC.”
The December 1951 GRNews reported on the GRCA’s
organizing areas into regions. The Western Region contained
Northern California, which would eventually morph into the

Ronakers Novato Cain (Bow)

Rocky Mack (Rocky)

Joaquin Nugget (Rusty)

Ready of Sacramento (Ready)
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Sun Dance’s Babe (Babe)

Wraith’s HTR MN Bro McDhuibh (Bro)

Sungold’s T-Bill Sunsplasher
(Splasher)

Glenhaven Devil’s Advocate (Luke)

Tangelo’s Sidekick (Pardner)

Glenhaven Htrs Mn Baronet (Bart)

Wraith’s Hunter’s Moon Kirby (Kirby)

Ruby Redfish Mo’s Mountain Gem
(Ruby)

Norcal GRC. In January 1952, a Western
Regional Area Specialty Show was held in
conjunction with the Golden Gate Kennel
Club’s all breed show. The first Regional
show to be held in Northern California, it
produced an entry of 27 lovely Goldens
and was very successful.
In early 1956, the GRCA encouraged the
formation of local chapters, but at that time
there were no local chapters in the Western
Region. In August of 1959, Gayle Rivers, an
active member of the Norcal group, was
nominated to represent the Western Region
as a Director. There were six families who
founded the Norcal Chapter, with the Fischers, Gayle Rivers and her sister, Lois Breton,
actively involved in this effort.
By July 1960, the Northern California
Chapter was established and monthly training sessions were being planned. There had
been three meetings to date for organizational purposes. The first meeting following
the approval of the Chapter was held on Saturday, July 16, 1960, at the J. W. Humphreys’
Cascade Ranch at Pescadero. Jim and Bonnie
Humphrey had Golden Anno Nuevo kennels
and were interested in hunting. They owned
5,000 acres at Pescadero, which contained
lots of water, lakes and fields. Repeatedly, in
all the early information provided about Norcal, you will see picnic trial after picnic trial
being hosted at the Cascade Ranch. “Bonnie
bought this dog up in Montana — actually,
according to all the records she didn’t actually own him — she just took him and he
became Dual Champion Cresta Gold Rip.”
(Rip is covered in GRNews, NovemberDecember 2012.) Rip lived with the
Humphreys from 1957 on, and, after retiring
from the field, Jim and Bonnie showed him
in conformation where he completed his CH
and became a Dual CH.
This first training session followed a format that was expanded upon and continued
in Norcal. “Obedience rings were set up in
the morning, and people had an opportunity
to practice obedience routines. During the
lunch break, a short meeting was held,
which was chaired by Miss Gayle Rivers,
Vice President in charge of obedience, as she
had been assigned this task by the President,
Oliver Wilhelm. The afternoon was given
over to demonstrations of older ones in field
work. Mr. M. W. Beliveau, who had trained
and handled many outstanding retrievers had
come down from Sonoma to give us the benefit of his advice and help.” (GRNews,
August 1960)
Officers were as follows: President Oliver
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Resawood’s Premium Blend (Max)

Comstock Some Like It Hot (Chili)

Real Gold Roxie Music To My Ears
(Roxie)
Emberain Augustus of Triever (Gus)

Brassfire’s Bayou Bombshell
(Ms. Emma)
Emberain Devil in Disguise (Luke)

Flyway Resawood’s Blue Horizon
(Sunny)

Magicgold’s Galloping Gabby
(Gabby)

Wilhelm; VP Conformation, Mae Metall; VP
Field, Bonnie Humphrey; VP Obedience,
Gayle Rivers; Secretary-Treasurer, Gerald
Machus; Advisor, Gertrude Fischer.
The Northern California Chapter sponsored an unusually beautiful and successful
Specialty Show at Sacramento on October
15, 1961. There was a very nice entry of 41
with special classes for field trial dogs and
bitches…
The field trial boasted one of the largest
specialty entries of recent years. Seventy-one
Goldens, lacking 6 absentees, started the
trial.
By June 1963, the Norcal Chapter had
established a very strong pattern of picnic
trials with field training. Often a chapter
meeting was held in conjunction with the
training sessions.
GRNews, August 1963: The Northern
California Chapter of the Golden Retriever
Club of America held its early summer picnic
training session and general meeting, June 2,
1963, at the Cascade Ranch, Pescadero, CA.
As always, everyone had a wonderful time
with the gracious and warm-hearted hosts,
James and Bonnie Humphrey. The purpose of
the meeting was to get in some field practice
work and to elect new officers for the Chapter. The morning was devoted to gun dog
work in the lake with very heavy weed
growth and cover. Some of the conditions
were equal to tests one would expect of an
open dog in really natural hunting conditions
of weeds, tules, water, island, and brush. It
was a pleasant day and everyone had a
chance to think about what their dog may
need to know by October hunting season.
The afternoon was spent with new puppies
and beginners, and general discussions of
training.
Mrs. Lois Breton was the most competent
field marshal, keeping everyone apprised of
their turn and graciously helping everyone.
Gayle was running their dogs… there were
about 70 people, all Golden enthusiasts.
During the lunch break there was a general meeting and the popular president, Mr.
Oliver Wilhelm, called the meeting to order
and asked for nominations of new officers…
Another picnic (was) planned for August and
it (was) possible that another (would) be
worked in during July.
In June of 1965, a training session for the
Western Regional members was planned at
the Humphrey Ranch. The main purpose of
the get-together was training for the working
certificate tests which would be offered in
connection with the Western Regional Specialty on August 22, to be held in conjunction with the Salinas Kennel Club under the
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Wraith’s Topbrass Dundee (Dundee)

Sunbeam’s Leap of Faith (Flyer)

PC’s You’Re The One (Keeper)

Semper Austin Mini-Cooper (Austin)

Emberain Etouffee (Roux)

Magicgold Celtic Causeway (Keltie)

sponsorship of the Northern California Chapter of the GRCA.
This must have been productive, as in the WC, there were 24
entries with 4 scratches, and 11 WC certificates were
awarded.
In March 31, 1968, the Chapter held a meeting at Ron
Aker’s home to decide whether or not to incorporate and
become a member club of the AKC or to remain a small area
club. This was going to be explored by Mae Mettal.
In September 1968, The GRCA All Breed Field Trial was
held at Annadel Farms, Santa Rosa, CA. GRCA President John
Needham attended with his family and was very impressed
by the field trial. Gayle Rivers was Field Trial Chair and Barbara Agnew was the Field Trial Marshal. Northern California
Chapter President Ron Akers was Game Steward. Members of
the Norcal Chapter turned out to help, as did members of
local field retriever clubs.
In the November-December issue of the GRNews, it
stated that the Norcal Chapter held five picnic trials during
the year. In the May-June 1970 GRNews, it stated that Norcal
held the Western Regional Specialty.
In April 1973, Norcal became a Member Club in the
GRCA.
As is obvious from the above, Norcal, whether as a member of a region, a chapter or finally a Member Club, started
strong with regard to initiating and supporting Goldens in
field activities. This continues up through today. The Norcal
GRC is responsible for encouraging its members to “work
their dogs in the field” and continues to have picnic training

events on a regular basis. They have had seminars and have
had experienced members present field programs. Through
the years, the club members have produced field dogs from
WC/WCX level through the Derby, with many attaining Qualified All Age status, and it has produced a number of quality
Field Champions and Amateur Field Champions.
Norcal was an active member of the retriever community
throughout Northern California and often provided gunners,
workers, participants, and judges for their events, with the
favor being returned to Norcal from the other clubs. Local
pros would often donate their time to spend a weekend
helping Norcal members work and train their Goldens.
Norcal was involved with hunting tests from their
inception, and, again, has been responsible for producing
innumerable Junior Hunting dogs and a large number of both
Senior and Master Hunting dogs. Many of the Master Hunting
dogs have qualified for the Master National, and Norcal
has its share of Master National Retriever Club Qualifiers
(Finalists).
Norcal continues in its tradition of fostering the innate
retrieving qualities found in our Goldens. No matter what
level a Golden is able to attain, Norcal GRC will provide a
warm and supportive atmosphere to help develop each and
every talent found within its Golden Retrievers.
The following is a list of Field Champions and Amateur
Field Champions associated with Norcal before it became a
Member Club and after. Many of them received their start in
the fields at Pescadero and in the surrounding training areas
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during Norcal picnic training sessions.
Two Dual Champions have been associated with Norcal:
Dual CH AFC Cresta Gold Rip, owned by Wayne Mahan and
put in the hands of Bonnie and Jim Humphrey in 1957,
where he went on to complete his conformation championship; Dual CH AFC Ronakers Novato Cain CD OS FDHF,
owned by Desmond MacTavish.
FC AFC Joaquin Nugget FDHF and FC AFC Nickolas of
Logan’s End FDHF, owned by Hugh Adams.
FC AFC Rocky Mack FDHF, owned by Harold Mack, Jr.
AFC Ready of Sacramento, owned by Ronald & Connie
Leineke.
AFC Sun Dance’s Babe, owned by Greg Branch.
AFC Sungolds T-Bill Sunsplasher MH FDHF, owned by
Bill Woods and Mike Lauderdale.
FC AFC Tangelo’s Sidekick OS FDHF, owned by Bill &
Terry Woods.
AFC Wraith’s Hunter’s Moon Kirby MH WCX OS and FC
Wraith’s Bro MacDhuibh OS, owned by Charles & Rosita
Wraith.
AFC Glenhaven Devil’s Advocate UD TD MH WCX OS
FDHF and FC AFC Glenhaven HTRS MN Baronet MH OS
FDHF, owned by Glenda Brown.
FC Ruby Redfish Mo’s Mountain Gem OD, owned by
Carol Millette-Snodgrass.
The outstanding Master Hunters who successfully completed the Master National Retriever Club Hunt Test are:
In 2002 Comstock Some Like It Hot MH30 WCX CCA
(Chili), owned by Ellie Green.
In 2003, 2004, and 2007 Emberain Augustus of Triever
MH MNH*** HTHF (Gus), owned by Roy & Joan Fray,
became a member of the MNRC Hall of Fame and added
MNH (a new AKC title for three finishes) to his name.
In 2006, 2010, and 2011 Emberain Devil in Disguise
MH59 MNH WCX *** HTHF (Luke), owned by Ellie Green,
earned the new AKC title of MNH which put him in the
MNRC Hall of Fame.
In 2006 Flyway Resawood’s Blue Horizon MH WCX
(Sunny) and Resawood’s Premium Blend CD RN MH52
WCX*** HTHF VCX CCA (Max), owned by Nancy Murillo.
In 2006, 2009, and 2010 Real Gold Roxie Music to My

Saffron Cuvee Royale (Brix)

Ears MH96 MNH WCX ** OD HTHF CCA (Roxie), owned
by Janet Wood, earned the new AKC title of MNH which put
her in the MNRC Hall of Fame.
In 2007 Emberain Etouffee MH*** (Roux), owned by
Ellen & Rob McNeill.
In 2007, 2013 and 2014 Brassfire’s Bayou Bombshell MH
MNH** HTHF (Emma), owned by Rob & Ellen McNeill,
became a MNH which put her in the MNRC Hall of Fame.
In 2010 Magicgold’s Galloping Gabby MH WCX**
(Gabby), owned by Cheryl Baca.
In 2010 Wraith’s Topbrass Dundee MH*** (Dundee),
owned by Rosita Wraith.
In 2010 Sunbeam’s Leap of Faith MH WCX (Flyer), owned
by Jean Mott.
In 2011, 2012 and 2015 PC’s You’Re The One MH52
MNH WCX HTHF (Keeper), owned by Janet Wood.
In 2012 Semper Austin Mini-Cooper BN MH HTHF
(Austin), owned by Julie Cairns and Kathryn Quarles.
In 2014 Magicgold’s Celtic Causeway MH WCX** OD
(Keltie), owned by Cheryl Baca.
First Golden Retriever GCH – MH female: GCH Saffron
Cuvee Royale BN RN TD MH WCX DDHF CCA (Brix),
owned by Lisa Newton. ❖

